


DID YOU KNOW THAT…
WATER IS LIFE.
Our body is composed by water for 70%. Water controls all our vital functions.
The quality of our LIVES is directly connected with the quality and the quantity of the water we drink.

DRINKING AND COOKING WITH PURE, LIGHT AND HEALTHY WATER.  
is the most important step you can take in the prevention from disease 
and the protection of your health and wellbeing.

WHEN YOU BOIL WATER. 
Its quality deteriorates because pollutants will be more concentrated.

PURE ALKALINE WATER IS THE MOST POWERFUL NATURAL ANTIOXIDANT. 
It rebalances the natural pH of our cells and increases their vitality.
Favoring the elimination of free radicals and acidic toxins it SLOWS DOWN THE AGING PROCESS.



DRINKING WATER. EATING WATER.
BOTTLED WATER IS NOT THE SOLUTION
Plastic bottles are not safe at all. Plastic comes from oil and PET contains phthalates, which are dangerous for 
our health. Moreover, the quantity of these plastic substances which are released in the water increases with 
exposition to light and heat.

ALL THE WATER WE GET MUST BE PURE, LIGHT AND HEALTHY.
Not only the one we drink, but also the one we use for cooking.
Boiling helps to kill bacteria and virus thanks to high temperature. However, after evaporation, chemical 
substances will become more CONCENTRATED and water quality gets WORSE.

Thanks to pure and light WATER, your food, drinks and teas will change look and taste and become REAL PLEASURE.



NO STRESS

SAVE MONEY

PROTECT YOUR ENVIRONMENT

Stop the pollution deriving from the production, handling and disposal of billions and billions of bottles and plastic containers.



ALKALINE WATER: HEALTH AND BEAUTY

An alkaline environment is the best for our cells life. A surplus of acid toxins can worsen our health and lead to 
diseases. HELPING OUR BODY TO BE ALKALINE IS ESSENTIAL FOR OUR HEALTH.

DRINKING AND COOKING WITH PURE, LIGHT AND ALKALINE WATER IS THE BEST THING WE CAN DO TO STAY 
YOUNG AND HEALTHY.  PURE ALKALINE WATER IS THE MOST POWERFUL NATURAL ANTIOXIDANT. 

It rebalances the natural pH of our cells and increases their vitality. Favoring the elimination of free radicals and 
acidic toxins IT SLOWS DOWN THE AGING PROCESS. PURE ALKALINE WATER IS THE REALY LONG LIFE ELIXIR. 

The right hydration is essential for our HEALTH AND BEAUTY. The loss of water, or DEHYDRATION, has very bad 
effects for our body. 
It causes a loss of shininess and compactness of our skin, 
highlights the flow of time and leads easily to wrinkles 
and imperfections. The cosmetic treatment alone is not 
enough to put it right.

The most effective way to fight dehydration is drinking 
and cooking with pure, light and healthy water. It’s high 
depurative and drainage power is the best to fight fluid 
retention which cause cellulite.

It helps you with your diet. Every diet should always 
start with a purification and a detoxification of our 
body. The best way to do that is drinking at least 2-3 
liters of pure and light water everyday.

We purify our external body with bath and shower 
everyday. We should do the same with our internal part. 
Can you imagine all the positive detox and cleaning 
effects of a daily “internal shower”?.



WATER DURING PREGNANCY AND WEANING
In the very fist life phases, water has a leading role. During the development of the embryo and of the fetus, all 
the vital functions happen is a watery environment. Therefore the quality of the water is essential for this complex 
and delicate process.

During the first months of life, we are very sensitive to pollutants. Pediatricians suggest to totally avoid nitrates 
and to always use pure and healthy water, which must be without bacteria and dangerous substances such as 
heavy metals, arsenic and other chemicals like chlorine, which can be dangerous particularly for children.

An high level of inorganic mineral salts (total dissolved solids) is not good as well. This is because our body can’t 
assimilate salts from water if they are inorganic.
A modern reverse osmosis Aquanova purifier can safely supply the best water for our body.



AQUANOVA PURIFIERS
AQUANOVA Purifiers are exclusive and distinguishing devices that combine the latest technology with the focus 
on design and elegance that MADE ITALIAN STYLE famous throughout the world.

Natural REVERSE OSMOSIS process eliminates all pollutant and provides you with pure, healthy, light water. 
The best for drinking but also for cooking and for washing fruits and vegetables.

Our Purifiers deliver pure still and sparkling water, at room temperature, chilled or boiling, and even Alkaline.

The combination with our Sistema Caffè let you brew instantaneously your favorite tea and of course a special 
Italian coffee which attains new levels of taste, aroma and flavor and taste thanks to purest light water.

Pure and light water is also the favorite of our beloved pets. They prefer AQUANOVA too. 



www.aquanova.it


